FROM YOUR DACM

H

appy Holidays! I hope you and
your families are preparing
to enjoy some downtime
together. While 2021 proved to be
another perplexing year in terms
of workplace logistics and training,
I commend everyone for working
through those complex challenges.

The 4th Estate DACM is required
to track and report on Continuous
Learning Points (CLP) compliance
every two years and since we are
approaching the conclusion of our
first “common” biannual CLP cycle,
I highly encourage a big push to
meet compliance by December

In our winter edition, you will
find a short update on the BtB
initiative, several news briefs
from DAU, the start of a special
two-part feature on “experiential
learning” across DoD, and an
overview of leadership and talent
management development
opportunities available to 4th
Estate acquisition community.
I strongly encourage everyone
to register early for the training
events of your choice as these
seats will not last long.
Finally, thank you all for
everything you do to support our
Warfighters, and I wish you and
your families a prosperous 2022.
Please do not hesitate to contact
me or my staff with any questions
as we stand ready to assist.
My team and I look forward to
another great year of partnership!

Otis Lincoln

Director Acquisition Management, 4th Estate

greetings

For the 4th Estate DACM team,
we are already looking well ahead
into the new calendar year, and
specifically to the implementation
date (February 1, 2022) for the new
“Back-to-Basics” (BtB) framework,
a goal which my team as well as
many of you have prepared for over
the last year. The next six weeks
will be a busy time for all of us as
we get ready to transition to BtB,
but my team and I are prepared to
help make this switch as smooth
as possible. Starting in January, we
intend to bring you up to speed
quickly on major system updates
and to make training materials
available through our website,
DATMS, newsletters, and emails, so
stay tuned!

31st. Thank you
for all the efforts
made to get our
workforce certified
under the current
DAWIA certification
framework.
Agencies and field
activities have
until January 31, 2022 to approve
legacy certifications prior to the
implementation of BtB.
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Back-to-Basics

BACK-TO-BASICS CONTINUES ON TRACK FOR FEBRUARY 2022 LAUNCH

O

n the approach to a new calendar year, it’s a perfect
time to reflect upon what has occurred over the
past year and a half and outline what is forthcoming
in 2022 for the 4th Estate acquisition workforce with
regard to the “Back-to-Basics” (BtB) talent management
framework, set to launch on February 1, 2022.

cumulative assessment of training objectives to ensure
the rigor and uniformity of standard of those certified.
To migrate DoD’s thousands of acquisition-coded
positions from the legacy frame to BtB requires significant
coordination. The 4th Estate DACM has been working
with the Services to ensure all matters are taken into
account. First, DoD and each agency have provided
transition materials to unions to obtain their buy-in.
Human resources staff have been working to outline
and implement the changes
in personnel systems so that
the coding for functional
areas and certification tiers is
incorporated. Standardized
certification language is in
development so that position
descriptions can be revised
as well. The process for
automatically transitioning
certifications from the
legacy DAWIA framework
to the new BtB framework
has been established with
manual intervention only
for those who require a
requisite number of years’
experience for the highest
tier of certification in select
functional areas.

First, back in September 2020, the Under Secretary of
Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment (USD (A&S))
formally announced and launched the planning phase
for the “Back-to-Basics” initiative, to update and bring the
legacy DAWIA certification
framework,
originating in
1990, into the 21st
century. The memo
issued by USD(A&S)
at that time outlined
the pivot to focus
on developing,
acquiring, and
sustaining
operational
capabilities and
moving away from the
current framework
of 14 acquisition
career fields. In its
place would be six
Functional Areas (FA)
of Business Financial
Management/Cost
Estimating, Contracting,
Engineering, Lifecycle
Logistics, Program
Management, and Test &
Evaluation.

The 4th Estate DACM’s
commitment to the
acquisition workforce
has never been stronger,
and we look forward to
continuing to support
4th estate agencies
throughout this process.
For the acquisition
workforce, there is a
newly established BtB
informational website,
which includes FAspecific briefs covering specific
changes between legacy and future certification and
training requirements. There is also an Certification
Eligibility Checker that can assist in helping determine
which functional area you may be able to be certified
within if you are unsure.

As part of the year-plus
long effort to develop
an implementation plan
and roll out this new
framework, each FA met
and decomposed their
competency crosswalks
to determine their core
minimum required
elements, to aid in
producing a well-trained, functionally aligned acquisition
workforce and provide training at the time of need.
The result of this effort was a significant reduction in
training hours required across all functional disciplines.
The certification construct also was revised to focus on
practical on-the-job experience and in some cases a
4edacm.dau.edu

If you have additional questions, please reach out to the
4th Estate DACM team at 4thEstateDACM@dau.edu .
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2021 ACQUISITION WORKFORCE AWARDS RESULTS ANNOUNCED

T

The Defense Acquisition Workforce Development
Innovation Awards recognize excellence by acquisition
organizations in developing unique and innovative
solutions to ensure that their workforces are well
equipped to deliver world-class capabilities to the
Warfighter. The awards highlight exceptional, unique
thinking and progress in tackling workforce development
challenges.

he Honorable Gregory M. Kausner, Executive
Director, International Cooperation, performing the
duties of Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition
and Sustainment, announced the 2021 Defense
Acquisition Workforce Awards recipients on October
20, 2021. The Defense Acquisition Workforce Awards
recipients represent the best of the best across our
acquisition community, and a virtual awards presentation
ceremony is set for December 15.

The 4th Estate was ably represented in this year’s
competition, where 4th Estate workforce members from
two agencies won Individual Achievement Awards in three
different functional areas:

Acquisition professionals and organizations are
recognized annually for their commitment to acquisition
excellence through the presentation of the following
awards:

AUDITING

The Defense Acquisition Workforce Individual
Achievement Awards highlight individuals who
demonstrate exemplary commitment to excellence and
professionalism in the acquisition of products and services
for the Department of Defense (DoD). These awards
recognize individuals in each of 19 acquisition functional
disciplines.

Mr. Walter Hicks,
Defense Contract Audit Agency

EARNED VALUE MANAGEMENT
Mr. Ivan L. Bembers,
Business Plans and Operations Directorate/
Cost and Acquisition Assessment Group,
National Reconnaissance Office

The Software Innovation Team Award recognizes
those who epitomize innovative ideas and best practices
in software development and acquisition to deliver high
quality software capabilities.

ENGINEERING

The Flexibility in Contracting Award recognizes
outstanding professionals who have, in their approach
to program management and contracting, demonstrated
“innovation and local adaptation” by using the flexibilities
and authorities granted by the Federal Acquisition
Regulation and the Department of Defense Instruction
5000.02 to increase the efficiency of programs.

Mr. Lance C. Miller,
Signals Intelligence Systems Acquisition
Directorate
National Reconnaissance Office
A hearty congratulations to these, and all winners this
year!

2022 LEADERSHIP & TALENT MANAGEMENT PORTFOLIO RELEASE

I

n October the 2022 Leadership & Talent Management
Portfolio was released and registration for more than
465 seats opened up to all eligible acquisition workforce
personnel. Whether you’re starting out in your leadership
journey or settling into the rhythm of your tenure, there is
a program offering for you!

• Managing Multiple Priorities
• Project Team Building
• Responding to Conflict, Strategies
for Improved Communication
• SES ECQ Writing Workshop
• Writing SMART Objectives
• And more!

Programs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individuals should register for the program of their choice
via DATMS, and as a reminder supervisor approval is
required. Program registration also requires the completion
of an SF-182, to be submitted to 4thEstateDACM@dau.edu
at the time of registration. Details on program offerings
and a blank SF-182 can be found in our new interactive
online catalog at 4edacm.dau.edu/fy22catalog.html.
Remember, all programs award continuous learning points,
and individuals may participate in only one program per
portfolio year.

Briefing and Presentation Skills
Change Leadership & Change Management
Effective Teams
Eqi 2.0/Emotional Intelligence
Federal Resume Writing
Intro to Listening and Coaching
Intro to Strategic Visioning
Leading and Managing High Performing Project Teams
Leading Organizational Change

4edacm.dau.edu
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Quota Manager

FROM THE 4E DACM QUOTA MANAGER

Using DAU iCatalog as a Guide for New Courses
To Apply To Legacy Certifications: We would like to
highlight the importance of reviewing the DAU iCatalog on
a regular basis. There are new 4-digit courses being added
regularly, and acquisition workforce (AWF) members
will be able to apply these courses towards their DAWIA
certification. Please note that if a course is listed in the
iCatalog as a certification requirement, it will also be
accepted in DATMS.
Public-Private Talent Exchange (PPTE) Call for
Nominations and Hosts: The Public-Private Talent
Exchange (PPTE) call for nominations has been
announced. The program will run March-September
2022. The exchange program provides the opportunity
for mid-career civilians from the government (GS13GS15 or equivalent) and private sector to gain a better
understanding of each other’s business operations
and share innovative best practices. This professional
development program targets high-performers with
demonstrated leadership potential. Agencies have until
COB on 5 January 2022 to submit complete nomination
packets to the 4th Estate DACM office. Late submissions
will not be accepted. If your agency is interested in
hosting a private sector employee this year, or if you
have any additional questions, please reach out to
4thEstateDACM@dau.edu.

CON 1200V – Class schedule available at embedded link
CON 1300V – Class schedule available at embedded link;
6 Seats available for each class
DAU NEW COURSE OFFERINGS
ACQ 2020 Intermediate Systems Acquisition, Part A
ACQ 2020 replaces ACQ 202, which was retired effective
29 October 2021. Enrolled students may continue to
access the course and complete it until 29 December
2021, after which date they will be automatically dropped
if they have not completed the course.

2022 Leadership & Talent Management (L&TM)
Programs: Seats are filling quickly in the recently
announced 2022 Leadership and Talent Management
programs. Interested AWF members should apply early
and follow up with their supervisor to ensure timely
processing of their application. Please review all 2022
offerings in the L&TM Portfolio Catalog on the 4th Estate
DACM website, and please direct any L&TM-related
questions to 4thEstateDACM@dau.edu.

ACQ 0811 Program Requirements Development
ACQ 0811 replaces ACQ 0810, which was retired 1
December 2021. Enrolled students may continue to access
the course and complete it until 1 February 2022, after
which date they will be automatically dropped if they have
not completed the course.

DAU PILOT COURSE OFFERINGS

LOG 2150 Technical Data Management
LOG 2150 replaces LOG 215, which is retired effective 29
October 2021. Enrolled students may continue to access
the course and complete it until 29 December 2021, after
which date they will automatically be dropped if they have
not completed the course.

CON 3900V Contracting Certification Exam Prep Course
Class 951 (24 January-17 February 2022), 6 seats available
CON 3900V is comprised of 17 units of instruction. These
units are either live (virtual instructor-led) sessions or
self-paced learning activities. The estimated hours of VILT
sessions are Week 1, 5 hours; Week 2, 3 hours; Week 3, 3
hours; and Week 4, 3 hours. Depending on the Section/
Offering of CON 3900V you register for, the scheduling of
the live sessions will differ (e.g., live or virtual instructorled sessions may occur either in the morning or
afternoon).

DAU COURSE NOMINATIVE COURSES
RQM 3100V Advanced Concepts and Skills for
Requirements
The next offering of RQM 3100V – Class 302, scheduled 1014 January 2022 – is open for nominations. Please provide
any nominations your agency may have to

CON 1100V – Class schedule available at embedded link
4edacm.dau.edu
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FROM THE DACM QUOTA MANAGER
DATMS.Quota@asmr.com as soon as possible. The class is
set to be virtual (held via Microsoft Teams) so all nominees
must have an active DAU ID. Prior to nomination,
applicants should be sure they have completed both
prerequisites, CLM 041/CLR 101 and RQM 110. The
registration window closes: Friday, 31 December 2021
(10 days) prior to the start of class on 10 January 2022.

will lose their permissions in DATMS and have to reapply
for a new Logon ID, and as a reminder, the password
associated with your ATRRS Logon ID expires every 60
days. Please log in to renew your password periodically,
as this will keep your ATRRS Logon ID active and allow
you to continue with your permissions in DATMS. Should
you need to renew your ATRRS password, please navigate
to the ATRRS Portals link above and choose the “Renew
Password” option at the top of the screen. If you have
forgotten your ATRRS Password, please visit the Logon
Assistance Center, and for additional assistance, please
contact the ATRRS Help Desk Team at atrrshelpdesk@
asmr.com .

ATRRS Logon ID Reminder: As a Quota Manager, you
are responsible for keeping your ATRRS Logon ID active.
To do so, you must log into ATRRS Portals. Simply using
your permissions as a quota manager (QM) in DATMS
does not keep your ATRRS Logon ID active. Users who do
not log into ATRRS Portals within a 365-day time period

4TH ESTATE AGENCY HIGHLIGHT:
DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY’S (DLA) FULFILLMENT PROCESS

W

ith February 1, 2022 quickly approaching,
many acquisition workforce (AWF) employees
are utilizing the fulfillment option to satisfy
certification requirements that will allow them to
transition to the new Back-to-Basics talent management
framework. With the uptick in fulfillments, DLA has
successfully redefined and streamlined the fulfillment
process. Their method includes having employees
submit resumes/transcripts, obtain leadership approval,
provide the DAU objective checklist, and to address all
course objectives ensuring supervisor and Component
Acquisition Executive
(CAE) concurrence.

related to the
course. Justifications
are provided
on a separate
sheet of paper
and an evaluator
reviews the form
to determine the
employee’s scenario
confirmations.
While sometimes
overlooked, the Staff
Summary Sheet is
also an important
requirement in
the process. It
involves concurrence from the action officer, and includes
a background describing the employee’s goals, as well
as achievements and how the employee has fulfilled the
outcomes of these courses through their work experience
and/or training.

To begin the
DLA fulfillment
process, the
employee uploads
DLA’s required
documentation
through DATMS.
DD Form 2518,
also known as the
Fulfillment of DoD
Mandatory Training
Requirement
Form, is reviewed
and approved by
the employee’s
supervisor, as well
as the DLA CAE. The
employee is also allowed to provide a statement on this
form which indicates the reason for fulfillment.

Finally, DLA encourages
those who are applying
for fulfillment, to
submit their resume
and transcripts to
support their fulfillment
request by showing
accomplishments
achieved through
training, as well as
experiences in the
workplace. DLA’s
process is exemplary,
and we are proud to highlight their process!

DLA also requires their employees to submit the
“Fulfillment Guide Employee Self Assessment,” which
requires employees to have achieved certain scenarios
4edacm.dau.edu
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE 4TH ESTATE
DEFENSE COMMISSARY AGENCY (DECA)

were operating prior to World War II, the school system
we know today as the Department of Defense Education
Activity formally began with the establishment of
dependents schools overseas. Read More.

DeCA receives Defense IT Award for its efforts in
deploying Commissary CLICK2GO
The Defense Commissary
Agency received the DOD Chief
Information Officer Award for its
work in deploying Commissary
CLICK2GO, the agency
announced. “We were able to
deploy online shopping at more
than 230 stores, completing this
critical mission in late September
2021 – way ahead of our
schedule,” said Bill Moore, DeCA director and CEO. “We
thought we could get it done by the end of December; by
the extraordinary efforts of our IT staff, our IT contractor,
and store workers, we finished by the end of September.
Read More.

DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (DIA)
Ka-POW! DIA’s New Comic Book Wows
The Defense Intelligence
Agency’s first issue in its
new comic-book series
illustrates the importance
of foundational military
intelligence. And it’s no
laughing matter! There’s
more than one way to
tell a story, and this
comic appeals to people
of all ages, said Acting Multimedia Branch Chief Myles
Scrinopskie. “It’s a fun, creative and educational way to
show what DIA brings to the fight,” he added.

DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY (DCAA)
DCAA Announces Updated Small Business Webpage

Future issues will shed light on other aspects of DIA’s
mission, which is to provide intelligence on foreign
militaries to prevent and win wars. The agency celebrated
its 60th anniversary in October.

The small business page on the
DCAA public website was recently
updated to better assist small
businesses who do business with
DoD. The main link to the page
is now located on the top menu
bar of DCAA’s website. The new
page features presentations
with information to assist with
audit issues that relate to small
businesses, frequently asked questions, and resources.
There is also a schedule of small business seminars and
workshops where DCAA will be presenting information
and available for questions. Read More.

NATIONAL GEOSPATIAL-INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (NGA)
NGA announces Tonya Wilkerson as Deputy Director
The National GeospatialIntelligence Agency recently
announced that Tonya
Wilkerson, CIA’s Associate
Deputy Director for Science
and Technology/Strategy, has
been named the agency’s
ninth deputy director. “Ms.
Wilkerson is an accomplished
intelligence professional
with over three decades of
experience in the intelligence
community,” said NGA
Director Vice Adm. Robert
Sharp. “Her vast experience and perspective will be of
tremendous value to us during these rapidly evolving
times.”

DOD EDUCATION ACTIVITY (DODEA)
DoDEA Celebrates 75 Years of Excellence for MilitaryConnected Students
The Department of Defense
Education Activity (DoDEA)
celebrates its 75th anniversary
during the 2021-2022 School
Year, continuing a tradition of
excellence in education that
began on October 14, 1946.
While a few schools on military
bases within the continental
United States and its territories
4edacm.dau.edu

Prior to her current role, Wilkerson held a number of
positions within the National Reconnaissance Office
spanning the range of activities to include research and
development, acquisitions and operations. “I am thrilled
and privileged to have Tonya join Team NGA,” said Sharp.
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE 4TH ESTATE
PENTAGON FORCE PROTECTION AGENCY (PFPA)
Acting PFPA Director
Becomes Official Director

Protection Agency, effective Nov. 21, 2021. Walsh has
been with the Agency for 13 years. He previously served
as deputy director from September 2017 to November
2021. As acting director for the past two years, he guided
the Agency through significant challenges including
the Pentagon response to the COVID-19 pandemic and
protecting DoD-occupied facilities during the civil unrest in
the national capital region in 2020 and on Jan. 6, 2021.

Dr. Daniel P. Walsh, previously
assigned as the acting director
of the Pentagon Force
Protection Agency, was selected
to assume responsibility as the
director of the Pentagon Force

Experiential Activities

SUPPORTING THE WARFIGHTER
THROUGH EXPERIENTIAL ACTIVITIES: PART ONE

T

BACKGROUND

he Department of Defense (DoD) has long recognized
the importance of its acquisition workforce in
delivering timely and cost effective warfighting
capabilities to America’s combat forces. From FY16
through FY21, the DoD acquisition workforce has been
responsible for an investment of over $1 trillion in
taxpayer dollars to equip and sustain the Warfighter.
As the DoD’s largest buying enterprise in the world, the
acquisition mission works to minimize high-risk capability
gaps related to talent management.

In 2017, the Chairman of the Committee on Armed
Services stated, “Acquisition reform is one of the
most important and frustrating topics this committee
addresses. For years, we have been warned that America
is losing its technological advantage.” With China
employing predatory economics, Russia violating the
borders and national sovereignty of nearby nations,
significant challenges to Middle East stability and
continued threats to global security from terrorist groups,
the world’s challenges are increasingly complex. With
America’s capability advantage shrinking, it must prioritize
what is most important to field a lethal, resilient, and
rapidly adapting Joint Force. To keep pace with its near
peer adversaries and to address threats, the DoD needs
meaningful acquisition reform, not just more rhetoric.

According to a recent edition of the Chief Learning Officer
report, “…while in 1900 it took a century for human
knowledge to double, today it takes about 2.5 years.” The
pressure is on to become more capable learners and use
data to make rapid and reliable decisions for now and the
future – just-in-time learning available when and how it is
needed.

After restructuring the Office of the Under Secretary
of Defense (Acquisition, Technology and Logistics) into
two separate Under Secretary offices: Acquisition &
Sustainment and Research & Engineering, the former
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Sustainment continued to advance opportunities to make
positive changes in the DoD acquisition workforce with a
focus on driving affordability and accountability, reducing
schedules, and equipping the services to execute their
programs. Recognizing that the DoD, on average, awards
1,800 contracts and 36,000 delivery and task orders daily,
every process improvement has the potential to produce
significant results. Her efforts aligned with Goal #3 of the

This report addresses how DoD integrates experiential
learning opportunities to offset long-standing allegiations
of centralized, siloed, and disparate learning initiatives for
the 185,000 members who make up the DoD acquisition
workforce. While experience underpins DoD’s heritage,
department leadership stresses the importance of quality
versus quantity of experience for its acquisition workforce.
We intend to address three questions:
• Why is work experience important?
• How are competencies related to experience?
• How does work experience enhance the mission and an
employee’s professional development?

4edacm.dau.edu
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SUPPORTING THE WARFIGHTER
THROUGH EXPERIENTIAL ACTIVITIES: PART ONE

DoD’s Acquisition Workforce Strategic Plan (2016-2021) to
improve the quality and professionalism of the acquisition
workforce.

acquisition workforce, creating position road maps,
promoting the value of continuous learning, conducting
competency assessments periodically, and the use of
talent management metrics and tools are all integral
components of a successful talent management program
designed with professionalization as its primary output.

In today’s world, more than 50 percent of today’s jobs
may disappear or change radically within 10 years in part
due to technology advances. Agility, innovation, and selfmanagement is not just a choice anymore. Historically, job
tenure alone may have guaranteed success but that is not
true today. As workforce members move from team to
team, their job responsibilities shift. While DoD acquisition
professionals have a special body of knowledge and
experience that is not easily acquired, the type of job
experience they are exposed to will impact their ability to
exercise professional judgments in acquisition.

TARGETED HIRING AUTHORITIES
As part of the overall effort to professionalize the DoD
acquisition workforce, Congress has approved more
than 40 hiring authorities to the three original federal
hiring categories: Competitive, Excepted, and Senior
Executive. The original purpose was to streamline the
time-to-hire and target individuals with experience
sets already developed in industry or government. The
General Accounting Office (GAO) reports the majority
of hiring actions since 2017 have made use of DirectHire Authorities (DHA) and the 2018 809 Panel reported
Expedited Hiring Authorities (EHA) were the most
frequently used.

Talent management encapsulates the entire human
capital lifecycle from recruiting to development to
retention. It involves integrating various activities to
generate a positive, synergistic effect on organizational
outcomes and harness individual aptitudes for the mutual
benefit of the individual and the organization. Talent
management is a required capability that impacts DoD
readiness. The DoD employs a multi-faceted approach
within its overall talent management framework because
it values the benefits of a well-trained and professional
DoD acquisition workforce. The multi-faceted approach
includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Typically, individuals hired via DHA or EHA already have
substantive experience and/or education, are highly
credentialed, and have private industry or academia
experience. Their skillsets usually satisfy an emerging
requirement. Through the use of hiring authority
authorities, Human Resources offices have been able to
target individuals for successful “plug-and-play” situations.
The GAO reports improving the 90 day time-to-hire to
an average of 75 days for applicants and managers. The
Defense Contract Management Agency, for example,
reports the talent level of new hires has improved with
use of DHAs. Alternative hiring structures are effective at
accelerating the overall pace of hiring and minimize the
training needed to “hit the ground running.”

Targeted Hiring Authorities
Acquisition Workforce Reform
Professional Military Education
Leadership and Development Opportunities
Rotational Assignments
Experiential Learning
Competency/Career Development Tool
Contribution-based Appraisals
Resources

As an offshoot of the alternative hiring authorities,
behavioral interviewing techniques are increasingly
utilized. The premise of behavioral interview questions is
that how a job candidate behaved in the past is the best
predictor of how he or she will behave in the future. To
elicit such information, DoD components identify the skills
or competencies necessary for a particular position, for
example, decision-making, persuasion skills, problemsolving ability, etc., and then use a series of probing
questions to reveal whether candidates actually possess
those qualities. Rather than simply asking transparent
interview questions about what candidates did in their
jobs, behavioral interviewers ask candidates how and
why they did it. This approach is extremely effective at
identifying unqualified applicants or those who tend to

This methodical talent management approach empowers
the acquisition workforce to exercise better decisionmaking through critical thinking and to leverage its
resource network through contacts and knowledge of
existing assets.
Career development enhances knowledge, skills, and
abilities required for progression to higher levels of
responsibility through training, experience, and education
opportunities. A comprehensive approach to talent
management is multi-pronged with a role for all – the
individual, managers, and leaders. Institutionalizing
coaching and mentoring throughout the DoD
4edacm.dau.edu
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SUPPORTING THE WARFIGHTER
THROUGH EXPERIENTIAL ACTIVITIES: PART ONE
exaggerate in interviews and on their resumes. The result
is that more of the most competent and best-qualified
candidates get hired.

and for educating their personnel in service-specific core
competencies. For example, the Air Force focuses on air
and space warfare, while the Marine Corps focuses on
maneuver warfare. JPME, a subset of PME overseen by
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, prepares leaders
from all four military services to operate as a joint force,
such as at a combatant command. In practice, at the
in-residence military service colleges, JPME is embedded
within the PME curricula. However, according to DoD’s
summary of the 2018 National Defense Strategy, PME
“has stagnated, focused more on the accomplishment
of mandatory credit at the expense of lethality and
ingenuity.”

ACQUISITION WORKFORCE REFORM
In 2020, the former Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition and Sustainment, established the ground
rules for the largest restructure of the DoD acquisition
workforce in 30 years. Codified in her memorandum,
the Back-to-Basics (BtB) initiative provides direction
to improve the DOD acquisition workforce’s agility
by streamlining the functional area framework and
prioritizing limited training resources. BtB reforms
how to equip the acquisition workforce – creating a
lean enterprise training requirement that increases
opportunity for the workforce to get job-relevant training
at the point of need and more targeted development
training.

The Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense
Reorganization Act of 1986, in part, was intended to
improve joint officer management policies, otherwise
enhance the effectiveness of military operations, and
improve DoD’s management and administration. With
the Goldwater-Nichols Act, Congress also intended to,
consistent with the congressional declaration of policy
in section 2 of the National Security Act of 1947 and
among other things, reorganize DoD and strengthen
civilian authority in DoD. The Goldwater-Nichols Act
also emphasized JPME as a prerequisite for senior level
promotions.

The current acquisition career field structure will be
streamlined to six functional areas that represent the
“basics” of acquisition, focusing on those who develop,
acquire, and sustain operational capability, and merit
our highest investment priority given limited training and
development resources. Conversion from the resourceintensive and extensive three-level enterprise certification
model to a leaner certification structure is intended
to cover “core” competencies within each respective
functional area. Employees and supervisors will need
to prioritize job-relevant training needs that may not be
prescribed through the new certification construct, but
rather through specialized training and credentials.

Up to now, PME programs have groomed officers to serve
the Joint Force and our country admirably. The National
Defense Strategy and the National Military Strategy clearly
make the case that our security environment is changing.
The return of great power competition raises the stakes
for readiness and for innovation. To succeed in deterring
or winning the conflicts of the future, we must similarly
adapt our leadership development enterprise and not shy
away from fundamental change where appropriate.

At the same time, the FY 2020 National Defense
Authorization Act (NDAA) section 861 required a
professional certification based on standards developed
by a third-party accredited program. This required each
functional area/career field to revisit its competency
model and review current certification requirements.
Functional area/career field leaders used this mandate
to revise experience requirements for their respective
areas. In most cases, it was determined the current
experience requirement was not sufficient to demonstrate
breadth and depth with the functional area/career
field. With the added experience, this reinforces DoD’s
position with regards to the importance of experience in
professionalizing the acquisition workforce.

Since the 2018 NDS, the focus on professional military
education creates a long overdue link between education
and talent management, meaning that an officer’s future
promotions and assignments are going to be tied to their
performance within the professional military education
system. Rather than counting on continued good luck,
the vision systematizes the links between professional
military education and talent management in several
ways. The goal is simple: The Joint Chiefs want to ensure
that professional military education will never again be
considered an assignment where one can “take a knee,”
but, rather, a life-long experience that can be transferred
back to the workplace.

PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION (PME)
The DoD relies on professional military education (PME)
and joint professional military education (JPME) to prepare
its military personnel, throughout their careers, for
the intellectual demands of complex contingences and
major conflicts that typically involve more than a single
military service. The military services are responsible for
overseeing PME at their respective staff and war colleges,
4edacm.dau.edu

Be sure to read the second part of this special feature in
the next edition of the 4th Estate DACM Newsletter, where
we’ll examine specific types of experiential activities and
learning that are in place across DoD.
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WHAT’S NEW AT DAU?

MESSAGE FROM DAU PRESIDENT: DAWIA AND DAU TO EMPOWER
THE ACQUISITION WORKFORCE
By James Woolsey

In addition to courses and credentials, you need new
knowledge and assistance every day. Here too, DAU is
changing to create more online content and smaller
chunks of learning material. This can take the form of
webinars, videos, podcasts, tools, communities of practice,
and a wide range of content from DAU and elsewhere. We
want DAU.edu to be the place you can turn to for help,
and where you will find what you need.

A

s a member of the
modern acquisition
workforce, you face
challenges unknown to your
predecessors. You have to
work with a different kind
of industrial base, use new
tools in a changing acquisition
system, and keep up with
new technologies that are
transforming both the
workplace and the battlefield.
All of this happens at a pace
unimaginable during the Cold
War, the last time we faced a near peer threat. To help you
succeed in this environment, DAU has to adapt along with
you, and we are.

Taken together, these initiatives are changing DAU from
a schoolhouse where you come to get a certification,
generally early in your career, to a platform that serves
your needs every day over your entire career. A precept of
modern organizations is empowerment – the recognition
that the closer decisions are to the work that’s getting
done, the better. That applies to training, too. The new
DAWIA structure gives you the power to own your training
and development and make decisions about what you
need as you succeed today and grow for tomorrow. We
are transforming DAU so that we can be there to help you
every step of the way.

We regularly reach out in a variety of ways to hear from
you about how DAU can better serve you. One thing
you’ve told us is that the existing DAWIA certification
program forces you to spend too much time on training
that isn’t relevant to your work. In this fast-paced world,
you don’t have time for that. We’ve responded by working
with the Services and components to modernize the
certification structure and drastically reduce the hours
spent on required training. No longer will everybody learn
everything. The goal now is to limit required training to
a core that applies to everyone in a given career field.
This new structure, often referred to as Back-to-Basics,
is rolling out now, with full implementation planned for
February 2022.

DAU’s new BtB resource page (linked below) explains the
changes to the DAWIA certification structure. It outlines
the new functional areas and provides overviews on what
is different and what will be required under the updated
framework.

NEW BACK TO BASICS WEBSITE
GOES OFFICIALLY LIVE

T

he new Back To
Basics (BtB) page is
live and showcased
on the DAU.edu website.
The existing BtB page
that previously existed on
the DoD Human Capital
Initiatives (HCI) site was
recently migrated to DAU.
edu, where all relevant
content, included added
general FAQs as well as some “teasers” to future helpful
content were added. A brand new addition as of early
December -- the Certification Eligibility Checker Tool.
Check out all of the BtB resources at www.dau.edu/backto-basics .

Having gotten that required core, you will want additional
training that you tailor for yourself, based on your needs
as you grow and adapt to our changing world. We will
help you by providing packages of curated learning
called credentials. These credentials will give you the
knowledge and skills you need and provide documented
evidence of your expanded capabilities. We have released
24 credentials, ranging from career-field subjects like
industrial property contract management, to more general
emerging areas like agile development and data analytics.
Many more credentials will be introduced in the coming
months to meet your needs.

4edacm.dau.edu
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WHAT’S NEW AT DAU?
DAU OPEN WORKSHOP OFFERINGS FOR JANUARY 2022

D

AU
workshops
are
incredible
opportunities
to quickly learn
about a specific
subject and leave
with actionable
products and
information.
While normally
presented in
small-team
formats, it’s
not always
possible to get
everyone together even though your program could
still benefit from the information and tools provided in
our workshops. Our new Open Workshops bridge that
gap by offering individuals from different programs and
organizations a chance to come together as a team and
undergo a DAU workshop while networking with likeminded peers – plus, you’ll walk away with actionable skills
that you can apply directly to your program. Registration is
now open for workshops in January and seating for these
workshops is extremely limited, so register early!

4edacm.dau.edu

WSA 001 DEVSECOPS for the DoD: Fundamentals Provides of overview of DevSecOps in the DoD.
WSA 002 DEVSECOPS for the DoD: Security Focus This course brings together software engineers and
cyber security professionals to provide students
with an understanding of the capabilities required to
secure software developed using a DevSecOps (DSO)
methodology; and the cultural transition that must take
place to successfully enable the continuous evaluation of
security for DoD programs.
WSA 004 Cloud Services Workshop - An in-depth
exploration of cloud services and information to manage
and migrate organizations to cloud environments.
WSS 007 Cyber Table Top - Create a Threat-Surface
attack characterization and CTT Methodology to perform
cybersecurity risk management across the DoD acquisition
lifecycle.
WSS 010 Cyber Training Range - Provides hands on
laboratory exploration of adversarial cyber threats to
DOD networks and weapon systems. Students will learn
and execute (in the lab environment) basic offensive
cyber techniques, develop system requirements to defeat
the threats, implement countermeasures and assess
countermeasures effectiveness.
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Web Resources

WEB RESOURCES APPEARING IN THIS ISSUE

The following resources were referenced throughout
this newsletter edition and are aggregated here for
your convenience.

DAU Continuous Learning Center:
https://www.dau.edu/training/clc

ATRRS Login Assistance Center:
https://www.atrrs.army.mil/Default.
aspx?deepLink=OnlineHelp_UserLogonAssistance

4th Estate DACM Website: https://4edacm.dau.edu
4th Estate DACM on Facebook: https://www.facebook.
com/4edacm

ATTRS Help Desk Team: atrrshelpdesk@asmr.com

4th Estate DACM on LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/4edacm/

4th Estate DACM Quota Manager:
DATMS.Quota@asmr.com

Defense Acquisition Talent Management System (DATMS):
https://www.atrrs.army.mil/datms

DAU Credentials – Program Overview:
https://www.dau.edu/training/pages/credentials.aspx

“Back-to-Basics” Talent Management Initiative:
https://www.dau.edu/back-to-basics

January 2022 DAU Open Workshops
https://www.dau.edu/News/January-2022-OpenWorkshops

HCI’s Defense Acquisition Workforce Awards
https://www.hci.mil/what-we-do/Awards.html
FY2022 4E Leadership & Talent Management Program
https://4edacm.dau.edu/fy22catalog.html
DAU iCatalog: https://icatalog.dau.edu/
DAU Training Center: https://www.dau.edu/training

4edacm.dau.edu
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